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Chairman’s Comments 
 
It has now been over a year since we had to abandon meeting as a society 
due to Covid 19. So much has happened since then on a local, national 
and international level. Some of our long-held personal freedoms have 
been suspended for the common good and we have all had to accept new 
ways of doing things, at least temporarily. With spring in the air, I think we 
are all breathing a sigh of relief after such a dark and difficult year. With 
the UK’s vaccination programme being rolled out at a very rapid rate a 
return to something like normality at last seems possible.  
 
While we have not been able to meet as a society we have managed to 
keep in touch through the issuing of regular up-dates. We have tried to 
offer members the opportunity to join on-line history talks and to alert 
members to on-line resources and articles. We are grateful to Bedale 
History Society in particular, for inviting our members to join their Zoom 
events.  
 
BDHS committee will meet in April to decide how we manage things over 
the next few months. We will update members as soon as we have 
anything of importance to share. In the meantime, enjoy the fascinating 
articles in this newsletter; thank you to Mike, Peter, Jackie and Linda for 
taking the time to write them.   
 
Happy Easter, Peter               

_______________ 
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None of us are getting any younger! To remind us of this fact Linda 
Dooks has kindly provided a light-hearted quiz to see how much we can 
remember about what was happening forty years ago. There are no 
prizes! If you get stuck, the answers can be found on the last page of 
this newsletter. Enjoy.  

 

Fun Quiz for 1981 (forty 
years ago) 
  
How much was a litre of petrol? 
How much was a pint of beer? 
What was the average house 
price? 
Who was the Prime Minister? 
What was the average price of a 
family car? 
What was the world population? 
What was the biggest selling number one record in 1981? 
What was the average wage? 
What was the best-selling toy? 
What was the best-selling fashion item? 
Who won Wimbledon in 1981 (men and ladies) 
What were the most popular boys’ and girls’ names? 
What was the most popular film? 
Which famous cricketers playing for England helped to 
win the test at Headingly? 
Which British car was first produced in this year? 
  
Answers can be found on the last page of this newsletter. 
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The Historical Society Trip 

To all members, I trust you are all well and not too bored. It was decided 

at the last committee meeting on January 12th that we should not 

organise a trip this year. At the time we had all gone into another 

lockdown & news of a new variant of Covid 19 was just beginning to 

circulate. Now, in March, the news is looking better. Numbers of cases 

are falling, vaccinations are being speedily carried out and spring is 

coming (in fact will have truly arrived by the time you read this 

newsletter). However, trying to book for an occasion in July would still be 

very difficult, since we are not meeting as a group at present. 

We are very hopeful that meetings may be possible later in the year, so 

till then, best wishes to all members, take care and we hope to see you 

soon . 

Christine & Margaret 

 

Louisa Kruckenberg (submitted by Jackie Akers) 

Louisa Kruckenberg was a talented amateur photographer who 

documented farming life in the area around Lower Dunsforth where her 

father was the vicar. Louisa was born in Grewelthorpe in 1886, the 

daughter of Frederick Thomas Kruckenberg and Mary Sophia 

Kruckenberg.  

Louisa 1917 
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                                                 Jim, Annie and Eva 1917 

Louisa created a valuable collection of photographic views, showing the 

lives of the farming people and the landscape of her father’s parish using 

dry plate glass slides. The advantage of these was that they could be 

stored until exposure and after exposure could be taken back to the dark 

room for development at leisure. 

The pictures above are of Louisa herself, her brother James who 

married Annie Eva Nancy Maughan with their daughter Eva. 

 James kruckenberg followed his father into the Church, he married 

Annie in 1914 and they had two children Eva Nancy, born in Bedale in 

1916, and Thomas Anthony Michael, born Knaresborough in 1919. 

When James died in 1942 he was Vicar of Studley, Ripon. His widow 

Annie, son Thomas and daughter Eva moved to Australia in 1948, 

sailing aboard SS Orion from London to Western Australia, where they 

settled in the town of Harvey, 140 kilometres south of Perth. Louisa 

never married and lived in Ripon at the time she died in 1958.   

A collection of Louisa Kruckenberg’s glass slides taken between 1915 

and 1923 were digitised before they were donated to North Yorkshire 

County Council Archives. You can view this collection on Boroughbridge 

and District Historical Society Website Members’ Area, Photo Archive 

section. 
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Family Group 24th September 1919 

Back row Louisa, brother Jim with his wife Annie, brother Frederick, front row 

father Frederick, Eva and mother Sophia. 
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Potato pickers 1915 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

The Murder of Richard Tasker        
Written by Mike Tasker  

 
A topic which took my interest when I retired from ICI in 1992 was family 
history. This was partly triggered by a story circulating in the Tasker family 
that the poacher featured in the well-known folk song “The Lincolnshire 
Poacher” was a member of our family from the distant past. I was never 
sure there was any truth in this story, which had been told, and as the 
family all thought, well embellished by my uncle Cliff, the family joker and 
romancer, who was never short of wild unlikely tales. 
 
The story revolves around the small villages of Scrivelsby and Wood 
Enderby, not far from Horncastle in Lincolnshire. My grandfather Henry 
Tasker, though he spent most of his life in Staveley, was born in Wood 
Enderby where, according to the IGI (International Genealogical Index) 
generations of Taskers had lived for almost 200 years, going back to the 
late 1600s.  
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Out of curiosity my wife Christine and I went to visit his birthplace, and to 
rummage around the gravestones in the churchyard. There in Wood 
Enderby we found tombstones of our Tasker ancestors from the mid-
1700s which were interesting enough in themselves from a family history 
point of view; but we could see another attractive little church at Scrivelsby 
some half a mile away, which we went to have a look around. The church 
looked very much like the church at Staveley where my Grandad Tasker 
had been church warden and bell ringer for many years.  
 
 
We found the church was locked, but we browsed around the graves. 
Most of the grave-stones were very old, eroded, the inscriptions hardly 
legible and some were falling down, but there was one gravestone which 
stood out against the rest. Unlike the others it was upright, marble, and 
the engraving was clearly legible. Imagine our shock when we read the 
inscription:- 
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“Sacred to the memory of Richard Tasker, aged 30 years, who was cruelly 

murdered, February 2nd 1850.  This stone was erected as a token of respect to his 

memory by his master”.  

 

This came completely out of the blue. Richard Tasker had featured in the 
Tasker family tree, he was my great, great uncle. This we had established 
from the IGI but we had no idea about the circumstances of his death. It 
appeared that we had uncovered a ‘skeleton in the cupboard’, previously 
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unknown, at least to my generation of the family. It compelled us to 
investigate further.  
 

There was a lodge house on the other side of the road at the imposing 
Liongate entry to a country property, where we were able to explain our 
finding to the lady lodge keeper and ask if there was anyone who could 
open the church so that we could see if there was any more information 
inside. She said “Oh, you should go and ask the Champion, he will know 
more about it”. We had no idea what she meant by ‘the Champion’ and 
she explained it was a hereditary title from feudal times for the knight 
appointed at the King’s coronation to take up a challenge against anyone 
wishing to challenge his right to the throne. Therein lies another story.  
 
We stayed overnight in a local bed and breakfast, where we got talking to 
the landlady about what we had found out about our ancestor’s grave. 
She gave us the contact numbers to phone both the Champion and a local 
historian, both of whom she assured us would be friendly and sure to help.  
 
The lady answering the phone at the Champion’s number, when we told 
her why we were ringing, immediately recognised our interest, saying “Oh 
yes, that dreadful business, the Champion will be able to see you in the 
morning”. The Champion was Lieutenant Colonel John Dymoke, who was 
able to tell us that Richard Tasker was their game keeper who was shot 
by poachers on their estate. (There is now a wood on the estate called the 
Tasker Wood). He had records of our family history from the parish 
records, which had been missing from our researches and which gave us 
missing links which had been a puzzle to us for a considerable time. 
 
Following this most fruitful and fascinating meeting, that same afternoon 
we met the local historian Mr. Ray Elliot who seemed pleased to meet us 
and quite enthusiastic to tell us what he knew. He was a fund of 
information about the murder which had obviously been quite a significant 
event in this small rural community. He had a copy of the event as 
recorded in the Lincolnshire Chronicle dated 8th February 1850, as 
follows:-.  
 
“HORNCASTLE. MURDER OF A GAMEKEEPER 

Very early on Saturday morning last Richard Tasker, a gamekeeper in the employ 

of the Rev. John Dymoke of Roughton, hearing the discharge of guns, went out 

with two assistants to a wood from which the firing appeared to proceed, and 

there met four men, two of them armed with guns, getting out of the wood. On 

being called to by the keeper one of the poachers turned round, and presenting 

his gun, swore they did not mean to be taken. The poachers walked across two 
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fields, the keepers following them at a short distance whilst the poachers were 

getting over a fence. One of them fired at the keeper, who receiving the whole 

charge in his chest instantly fell, exclaiming “I’m a dead man”.  He lingered until 

five o clock the same evening when he expired. Four men have been examined 

before the magistrates, but they were discharged on Wednesday, for want of 

sufficient evidence to send them for trial: every exertion is being made by the 

magistrates to bring the offenders to justice. On Tuesday an inquest was held at 

Roughton, before Thomas Fricker, gent, coroner and a highly respectable jury 

who, after a patient investigation of the case found “that the deceased came by 

his death from being wilfully shot by some person or persons unknown”. The 

coroner in his address to the jury observed that the deceased was in the execution 

of his duties, that there appeared no provocation on his part for the dreadful act; 

that though armed with a gun he never attempted to use it, nor even threatened 

to do so; that the jury had it in evidence that he was several times cautioned by 

his companions not to proceed, and that no blame appeared to attach to any 

parties but those who committed the foul deed. A reward of £100 has been offered 

for the discovery of the murderers, as will be seen in our advertising columns.”   

 

Thus, the family tale of the Lincolnshire poacher was turned on its head. 
The family connection was with the gamekeeper, not the poacher. Just 
incredible how the facts of history can become so distorted. Ray Elliot had 
another article written some 60  years later by a local village vicar with an 
indication that the event had entered into local Horncastle area folk law. 
His article was as follows:- 
 

“THE MURDER OF DICK TASKER AT ROUGHTON CORNER 

Dick Tasker was gamekeeper for Mr Dymoke, of Roughton (Mr Dymoke was then 

rector of Roughton and lived at Roughton Hall, the rectory being used as a farm 

house) and with two or three other men who were looking out for some well 

known poachers, came in sight of them near Well Syke Wood, and followed them 

up Well Syke Lane to the corner of the road from Woodhall Spa, where Well Syke 

Lane and the path over what remains of Roughton Moor end. Here, contrary to 

the advice and warning of his companions, Dick Tasker crept up close to the last 

of the poachers, who warned him to keep back, and on Tasker crossing the road 

and following them into the field between the roads to Roughton and Horncastle, 

one of the other poachers called out to the poacher with a gun to shoot Tasker, 

and on his refusal, took the gun from him, and turning on Tasker shot him dead 

on the spot. As soon as the rest had recovered from the shock of finding that 

Tasker was dead, they pursued the poachers, who ran off as fast as they could 

after the gun was fired, and if the poachers had not escaped out of the back 

window of the old Eller Tree or Elder Tree at Horsington, they would have been 

captured, but the actual murderer went home, while the owner of the gun went 

with two brothers to their house, where they and their two sisters swore they had 
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been all evening, and thus they were able to prove an alibi, since they could not 

have been near Well Syke Wood and at Horsington at the same time. A man told 

me that when he went to school he saw one of these brothers stopped, and ordered 

to turn up his boots after which he was promptly arrested on the spot, because a 

plate on one of his boots corresponded with the mark on the ground near where 

Dick Tasker was shot. This man, while sheltering under a hedge from the rain, 

caught a chill and died a year after the murder. Two of his brothers soon after 

disappeared, and were never heard of again. The actual murderer is supposed to 

have confessed his share in the murder just before he died; while the owner of the 

gun, who refused to shoot Tasker, but let another man do it, shot himself dead by 

the willow trees between the two windmills at Horsington, his father being the 

rich miller of one of them. He was buried in All Hallows churchyard Horsington, 

from which the twelve blue lights rise on All Hallows’ Eve. He was aged 26 and 

is said to have shot himself after the murder, which must have happened over 60 

years ago. I have seen this gun several times but did not know its history until 

told. It had been offered to a game keeper for use while his own was being 

repaired, but he declined it with thanks, knowing its history and, strange to say, 

his own life was threatened shortly afterwards, but it all ended in threats, as they 

usually do in country villages, but not always, and murderous assaults are 

sometimes committed in the best regulated parishes, being usually arranged for 

outsiders to carry out, they are well known, and the object is warned to look out 

for himself, so the murderous assault generally comes to nothing or only a brutal 

assault, when the blame is put on the victim, and so the brute escapes, since no 

one dares to witness against him if present at the assault, even if they do not make 

out he was provoked into doing such a thing. So, the victim can get no legal 

redress or protection, and has to be thankful he was not finished off and can only 

hope they will think they have done enough at him. But most people cannot believe 

such things can still go on, even if they once did, in our peaceful, sleepy country 

villages, because they have not lived in one. Those who have, and do not shut 

their eyes and ears to everything, know better, and will not be the least surprised 

that none of the poachers present at Dick Tasker’s murder could be convicted or 

punished, or that all the country round knew all about the murder.” 

 

This article, rambling though it was and differing in minor detail from the 
contemporary newspaper account, indicated that the culprits were never 
brought to justice, one died shortly afterwards, the actual murderer 
confessed to the murder just before he died, and two disappeared 
altogether, possibly emigrating to Australia. After the murder they had fled 
to a local pub, the Old Eller Tree at Horsington, but had escaped capture 
by jumping through a back window.  
 
 This story appears to have been well known in the local area at the time, 
and I wondered why the story had not been passed on through to my 
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grandfather Henry Tasker, he would have been Richard Tasker’s nephew. 
However, there was a tragedy in his own early life which may be a possible 
explanation. He was the youngest of ten children, but his mother died 
barely a year after he was born. Her death occurred as a result of burns 
suffered when her nightdress caught fire from their open hearth. His 
father, a farm labourer never re-married, and one may assume that the 
young Henry was brought up in his early years by his older sisters. We 
know he did not tarry long at Wood Enderby. He joined his older brother 
Mark in Manchester as a young boy. He certainly would not have enjoyed 
a normal family upbringing, and with this background to his early life it is 
perhaps not surprising that the story of Richard Tasker was superseded 
by the later tragedy.    
 
Henry Tasker was born 06.11.1875. His mother Elizabeth Tasker died 
15.01.1877. 
 
You just never know what you are going to unearth when you delve into 
family history.  
 

______________________________________ 

 

The Victualling Board - Feeding the Royal Navy in Nelson’s 

Time by Peter Audsley  

It is often thought the British Navy around 

the time of Nelson was fed on a diet of rotten 

meat and weevilly biscuits, but sailors would 

not have tolerated this, nor on such a diet 

would they have been capable of the 

extremely hard physical work involved in 

sailing a fighting ship. Equally important is 

the sharing of meals, it was not only a social 

occasion, but one which is important for 

maintaining the moral and cohesion of a 

group of people, 

Manning a ship at the time, involved 

continuous hard work, cleaning, running 

repairs, sail and rigging handling, moving 

stores, cannon practice drill etc. 

A ship like the Victory, had over 26 miles of 

rope, the largest 19cm (7.5”) in 

circumference. One suit of sails for the 

Victory comprised 37 sails, providing a total of 6500 square yards of canvas. The main 
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capstan which extended over two decks was used for hauling in the anchor cables. 

When used, 14 capstan bars were fitted around the capstan drumhead on the middle 

gun deck, 12 bars fitted into the capstan on the lower gun deck with 10 men working 

each bar, some 260 men were needed to weigh anchor. When fully manned the 

capstan could lift 10 tons. Weighing anchor could take between 1/2hr and 1 hour 

depending on the length of anchor rope (cable) laid out. 

A First Rate Ship of the Line, such as Nelson’s flagship ‘Victory’, could have a crew of 

over 800 men, who all had to be fed and watered. 

The Admiralty by the mid-1790’s, through the Victualling Board, had systems in place 

to ensure that the food provided for navel seamen was both good and plentiful, and 

that it was issued with scrupulous fairness. 

It is comparatively easy to feed a navy in peace time when numbers are low, or when 

operating in home waters and able to return to post to replenish its stocks of food and 

drink. But when engaged in a major war with over 1000 ships and 140,000+ men (as 

was the case at the high point of the Napoleonic wars) and half the fleet operating in 

foreign waters, the logistics of keeping all those men fed would have been 

unsurmountable without an efficient organisation to arrange and plan things. Bear in 

mind for most of this period, the only methods of preserving food were to dry it, salt it 

or pickle it. The only practical bulk packaging materials were wooden casks and cloth 

bags and sacks, it is easy to see why the Admiralty elected to feed the navy on 

foodstuffs that owed more to durability then what we would think of as a balanced diet: 

salted meat, dried pease, oatmeal, hard tack and a little butter and cheese, weak red 

wine, and watered-down spirits to wash it down. 

 So, to feed thousands of men when they are afloat in ships which may not touch land 

for weeks or months at a time, when cooking facilities are extremely basic, with no 

refrigeration and where food can be preserved by salting, pickling, and drying. The 

answer is that you base rations on foodstuffs which will tolerate the preservation 

methods and yet remain edible for many months: salted meat, salted or dried fish, 

dried pease or beans and items made from cereal grains. One must consider  this is 

not just a nautical solution, until canning became generally accepted and affordable in 

the mid nineteenth century, it was the principal solution to preserving food through the 

winter in the northern hemisphere. 

In the first half of the 1700’s when the British Admiralty set formal regulations 

‘Regulations and Instructions Relating to His Majesty’s Service at Sea,’ the fish was 

no longer included to be replaced by oatmeal & sugar. 

 
 
 

Biscuit 
(Ounces) 

Beer 
(Gallons, 
Wine 
Measure) 

Beef 
(Ounces) 

Pork 
(Ounces) 

Pease 
(Pint) 

Oatmeal 
(Pint) 

Butter 
(Ounces) 

Cheese 
(Ounces) 

Sunday 1 1  16 1/2    
Monday 1 1    1 2 4 

Tuesday 1 1 32      

Wed 1 1   1/2 1 2 4 

Thurs 1 1  16 1/2    

Friday 1 1   1/2 1 2 4 

Sat 1 1 32      
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Total 

 
7 

 
7 

 
64 

 
32 

 
2 

 
3 

 
6 

 
12 

 

Note:  1 Wine gallon = 6.6614 pints (3.785 litre) 

The weekly rations continued generally unchanged until 1847, when the Admiralty 

finally accepted the new technology of canning food. 

The standard ration gives an average daily intake of 4500-5000 calories, this figure 

would seem excessive by modern standards when an active man is thought to need 

2500-3000 calories a day. The sailors not only needed the high calorie intake for the 

hard physical work, but also expended calories trying to keep warm. There were no 

warm dry sleeping quarters, there was rarely any source of heat other then the galley 

fire, which was normally extinguished after dinner was served at midday. In really bad 

weather it was too dangerous to light a fire at all and they did not even have the comfort 

of a warm meal or drink. 

The Victualling Board (Victualling, Victuals, pronounced ‘vittling’, ‘vittles’) 

All that food and drink did not appear on the ships as if by magic. Although the specific 

methods by which it arrived could vary, all were controlled by the Victualling Board, 

which reported to the Board of Admiralty. 

The Victualling Board consisted of seven commissioners who met every day except 

Sunday, the day-to-day work being done by an establishment of clerks in the 

Victualling Office situated at Tower Hill and at Somerset House. 

The Victualling Board received its day-to-day instructions from the Board of Admiralty, 

although many of these, such as instructions to supply victuals to individual ships, had 

originated with another sub-division, the Navy Board. 

The Victualling Board had its depots in Deptford (South London), Portsmouth and 

Plymouth and victualling yards abroad. As the eighteenth century progressed, there 

was a move away from direct delivery by contractors, and changed to delivery by the 

Victualling Board itself. The Victualling departments manufactured and packed 

increasing amounts of the food on its own premises. All this required large numbers 

of staff. At the manufacturing yards there were bakers, brewers, and butchers; at the 

victualling yards there were storekeepers, ‘hoytakers’ (who organised boats to move 

provisions from storehouses to the waiting ships), watchmen and gatekeepers, 

numerous labourers, and rat catchers. 

The Supply Chain 

As well as contractors to deliver provisions to the remoter victualling stations, the 

Victualling Board also used them to supply raw materials and finished products to their 

British warehouses. Although they preferred to manufacture what they could, the 

Victualling Board was not able to cope with the fluctuating requirements of wartime 

and at the various times when manning requirements increased substantially, they 

had to buy in beer, meat, and biscuit from outside. 
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Manufacturing 

Working on the premise that the best way to ensure quality was to manufacture 

provisions in their own yards, the Victualling Board brewed beer, slaughtered and 

packed meat, and baked biscuit at various locations in London and around the 

Channel coast. The three main manufacturing yards were at Deptford, Portsmouth and 

Plymouth, where at the busiest times they were up to 2400 tradesmen (brewers, 

butchers, bakers, coopers, storekeepers and labourers), all working six days a week, 

and at various critical stages in the wars, actively encouraged to work overtime. 

Over half these tradesmen were engaged in making casks, something the Board had 

decided they should do themselves. The general term ‘Cask’ does not refer to a 

specific size but just means a wooden barrel, bound with iron hoops, there were 

several standard sizes, but were of the same shape, wider at the waist then the ends, 

which meant they could be interlocked when stacked. Except for bread and biscuit, 

which was packed in bags, all the provisions were packed in casks, as were much of 

the ship’s other stores. 

Barrel Sizes 

‘Barrel’ and ‘Cask’ are both general terms refer to round wooden containers which 

were used for the storage of both liquids and dry stuffs. 

A tun, the largest cask contains approximately 250 ‘wine’ gallons (approx. 208 Imperial 

gallons) 

A butt, 126 gallons.  
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A hogshead, 52 ½ gallons 

A firkin, contains 56 pounds of butter or 9 gallons of beer. 

A bushel is a dry measure of volume containing, 8 gallons. 

As with beer the Victualling Board manufactured as much biscuit as it could but also 

had to buy a great deal from outside bakers. One has to bear in mind ships biscuits 

were not like custard creams or ‘jammy dodgers’, but were made of wholemeal flour, 

salt and water, baked, they should not weigh less the five to the pound at least 3 ½ 

ounces (90grams each) and packed in bags of a hundredweight.   

It is not known exactly how many bullocks and pigs passed through the hands of the 

Victualling Board’s slaughtermen and butchers into barrels of brine at the depots, but 

some rough estimates can be made from the amounts of meat stated in the annual 

estimates; the figure given for 1797 to feed 110,000 men, gives 23,000 bullocks and 

115,000 pigs. One can only imagine the logistics of the task, given it was a seasonal 

activity carried out over six months. It is not the actual saltable meat that makes the 

mind boggle, but all the bits that would not salt down. The hides went to make leather, 

the tallow was used for soap and cheap candles and the hooves to the glue makers.  

The other manufacturing activity in the victualling yards was brewing, which was done 

at Deptford, Portsmouth, and Plymouth, it was particularly important that beer was 

brewed at all three depots, to keep transporting to a minimum.  

Storage 

Having purchased or manufactured all these provisions they were put in store at 

various victualling yards to await ships’ requisitions. As well as the three main 

victualling depots in London and the Channel ports, there were others round the British 

Isles, notably at Leith, Cork and Great Yarmouth, Gibraltar was the oldest permanent 

yard abroad, while others opened and closed as necessary, depending on the political 

climate at the time. 

All the British yards outside London were referred to as outposts and these like the 

main yard at Deptford and those at foreign stations, were run by an official called the 

‘Agent Victualler’, this was an important, responsible well-paid position.  

Delivery 

 The best of the victualling yards were those where all the store houses were close 

together and the items requisitioned by each ship could be assembled in one spot for 

collection. Some off the outposts, notably Plymouth had their victualling stores spread 

out over some distance, so collection parties from ships had to go to different locations 

to collect all their stores, or the agent victualler had to arrange for the hoytaker to 

organise boats to collect and deliver them. 

Of course, the larger the ship and the longer the intended voyage, the more of each 

item had to be provided. 

As well as the standard items of provisions, the agent victualler had to supply fresh 

meat and vegetables to ships while they were in port, and to maintain and issue stocks 
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of tobacco. He also provided the ships purser with necessary money to buy non-food 

items like candles, stove oil, lamp oil etc. and if the ship was bound for places where 

there is no victualling yard, sufficient funds to purchase small quantities of fresh food 

as well. 

Basic Rations 

Bread & Biscuit 

The staple item of the seaman’s diet was a daily pound of bread or biscuit. To a certain 

extent the two words were used to mean the same thing: when they meant bread in 

loaf form, they called it ‘soft bread. This generally was only available when in port. 

The biscuit was extremely easy to make, flour, water, and minimal amount of salt, 

baked cooled and packed in one hundred weight sacks. It was almost impossible to 

bite into these biscuits, without first soaking them or breaking them into pieces, these 

pieces would be sucked 

and chewed, or added 

to soup or gravy. 

Meat  

The meat ration is as 

shown in the table on 

page 3, the meat was 

generally salted. Ships 

might and often did keep 

pigs on board, but 

problem was keeping 

them fed and watered, 

but also the mess and 

smell. Cattle were rarely 

taken on board, due to 

the difficulty of loading, 

they were poor travellers at sea, so the meat again was salted. Sheep and goat were 

easier to handle, goat kept for its milk and meat. Chickens were taken on board, kept 

in coops, which were brought up on deck during the day, they provided fresh eggs for 

officers and the sick, until they eventually stopped laying and were then eaten. 

Butter and Cheese 

The butter came from Ireland while all the cheese came from England, for many 

decades the cheese preferred by the Victualling Board was the hard Suffolk cheese, 

which was made from skimmed milk, it was cheaper than the full fat versions from 

Cheshire or Cheddar. Suffolk cheese generally kept a long time, but came harder with 

keeping, either too hard to eat or turned soft, went bad, stank, and became infested 

with red worms. The Victualling Board abandoned the Suffolk cheese in 1758, instead 

turned to Cheshire, Cheddar or Gloucester cheese. For on board ship, these would be 

whole chesses, wrapped in cheesecloth, a tough muslin-like fabric, and packed in 
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barrels until they were needed. They were stored in casks until the end of 18th century, 

then kept in shaped racks in the bread store. 

Pease 

Dried pease (peas) are either whole, green, and wrinkled (still in their skins), or yellow 

split, unwrinkled and skinless. The green variety take a lot longer to soften and cook; 

they needed overnight soaking, as well as several hours cooking. Yellow peas are 

more accommodating, they can be cooked in a pudding bag, in which case they will 

swell and form a mass which is soft enough to eat with a spoon when hot and sets into 

a solid cake when cold, which can then be sliced and eaten in the hand. If boiled loose 

in plenty of water, they will break down into a thick warming soup, traditionally 

enhanced by adding pieces of pork or ham. 

Oatmeal 

This generally came from East Anglia or the Baltic and was a coarser version of the 

‘porridge’ oats we know of today. It was mainly used to make a porridge or ‘burgoo’ 

and eaten for breakfast with some form of sweetening either sugar or molasses. 

Fruit 

The only officially listed fruit was the dried raisins issued as a part substitute for salt 

beef. 

Nelson and other officers who accepted that citrus fruits were good, would direct their 

pursers to buy lemons and oranges for the crews when the opportunity occurred. The 

logs of many of the ships on the Mediterranean station under various commanders-in-

chief including Nelson, show frequent purchases of lemons and oranges, either in 

small batches for their own ship or in larger quantities to share out among the rest of 

the fleet. 

Vegetables 

Like citrus fruit, vegetables were something which the purser bought for their ships 

when the opportunity permitted; they could also obtain them from victualling yards, the 

most common were cabbages and onions, leeks were also popular at the end of 

winter.  

When ships operated in foreign waters, it was quite common for the purser to buy local 

vegetables when the opportunity arose. 

Fish 

Because it has a nasty tendency to become damp and then putrid, and because of the 

‘salt causes scurvy’ theory, dried fish had been dropped from the official navel diet. 

Fresh fish was another matter, and all ships were supplied with fishing tackle which 

they were meant to use when the opportunity permitted. Any resultant catch was first 

to be offered to the sickbay and the remainder shared out among the crew, on a rota 

system if necessary. The fish was to be considered a free, extra item, not a substitute 

for anything else. 
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Drink 

The official drink for seamen was not, as is popularly thought, grog, but beer – the 

daily allowance was one gallon, a ‘wine measure gallon’ equivalent to 5/6ths of a 

modern British gallon, by modern standards the beer was weak, only 2 to 3% proof. 

The advantage of beer is that it is boiled in the manufacturing process, ensuring it is 

reasonably free of bacteria, if it does not go off, beer will last for months in the cask, 

while water unless sterile and stored in a sterile container, becomes nastier and nastier 

over time. 

When the beer ran out, the official preference was wine. One pint of wine was deemed 

equivalent to one gallon of beer. Another alternative is rum, or brandy diluted with 

water. 

Summary 

The Victualling Board’s job was one of pure logistics – to obtain good quality supplies 

and to deliver them to the end user without delay, to get value for money and generally 

to see that the rules are complied with. 

_______________________________ 

 

Finally……. From Linda Dooks 

The National Archives  
 
Because the Archives at Kew are closed records that have been digitised are 
available to download free of charge if you open an account. You can do this on their 
website.   
 
The National Archives https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk  
 

And…..Quiz Answers  

Petrol was 35p per litre. 
A pint of beer was 49p. 
Average house price £23,000. 
The Prime Minster was Margaret Thatcher. 
A average family car cost £3,850 
The world population was 4.5 billion. 
The biggest selling number one was “Shut up your face”. 
The average wage was £7,280. 
Best-selling toy was the Rubik’s cube. 
Most popular fashion items were Leg warmers. 
John McEnroe and Chris Evert Lloyd won Wimbledon. 
The most popular Boys and Girls names were Michael and Jennifer. 
The Raiders of the Lost Arc was the most popular film. 
Ian Botham with the help of Bob Willis helped England win   the test at Headingly. 
The DeLorean car was first produced this year in Northern Ireland. 
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